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Language Lessons
Proud, adj. conceited, arrogant, high-minded, vain (PRIDE)

—Roget’s Thesaurus
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Her first sentence reads: I am proud,
conceited, and vain. A 9th grader’s looped handwriting,
the Puerto Rican flag emblazoned
on her jacket’s black satin.

And what is wrong with a little conceit
and vanity? She taught me truth
betrayed by synonyms, and I taught
what I knew about learning a second language:

There are errors of translation and there are mistakes.
The errors, missing links, repeated unchanged
unless language differences
are distinguished one from the other.

Like there’s no word for lend in Spanish, only borrow.
So one day she asked,
“Can you borrow me a pencil?”
when she didn’t bring her own.
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This was an error. An error can be coached,
guided, explained. Mistakes
can be more careless, sometimes out of laziness,
and should be corrected and marked wrong.

On Mondays we discussed current events.
A student brought a newspaper clipping: April 1999.
A Navy F/A 18 Hornet missed its target. A U.S. citizen,
a Puerto Rican, was killed on the island of Vieques.

There were protests in D.C.,
bridges blocked in Miami. We searched the Web
and learned Vieques has been a base
and training ground since 1941. The Marines

tested napalm; the Navy, live fire. “Our mistake,”
a U.S. Senator wrote, as if all this and another life
could be rectified with an “X” from one’s own red pen.

And what is wrong with a little pride
crossed over the border to conceit? I talked
about grammar and word choice but I couldn’t explain this:
our thesaurus like our treaties and referendums

was not to be trusted. She erased her words,
accidentally tore her paper, and, like a small island
with defiance on her back, she leaned over,
and started again.
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